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Abstract
Background
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented an acute shortage of regulation-tested masks. Many of the
alternatives available to hospitals have not been certified, leaving uncertainty about their ability to
properly protect healthcare workers from SARS-CoV-2 transmission.
Objective
For situations where regulatory methods are not accessible, we present experimental methods to evaluate
mask filtration and breathability quickly via cost-effective approaches that could be replicated in
communities of need without extensive infrastructure. We demonstrate the need for testing by evaluating
an existing diverse inventory of masks/respirators from a local hospital.
Methods
Two experimental approaches are presented to examine both aerosol filtration and flow impedance (i.e.
breathability). Mask fit tests were conducted in tandem but are not the focus of this study.
Results
Tests conducted of 47 non-regulation masks reveal variable performance. A number of commerciallyavailable masks in hospital inventories perform similarly to N95 masks for aerosol filtration of 0.2 μm
and above, but there is a range of masks with relatively-weaker filtration efficiencies and a subset with
poor filtration. All masks functioned acceptably for breathability, and impedance was not correlated with
filtration efficiency.
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Significance
With simplified tests, organizations with mask/respirator shortages and uncertain inventories can make
informed decisions about use and procurement.
Keywords
Personal protective equipment (PPE), masks, N95 respirators, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2
Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented an acute need for masks and respirators to be used by healthcare
workers on the frontlines and growing needs for essential workers and the public to wear masks in
affected areas. The rapid shortage of medical N95 respirators or other certified masks creates an urgent
demand for suitable alternatives. This has led to an influx of a wide variety of masks that have not been
tested by the National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) into the medical community
and the public with little to no assurance of performance. Hospitals are often faced with deciding which
other type of masks (e.g. KN95) to consider buying when the traditional supplies of tested masks are no
longer available for purchase. Many claim to have filtration characteristics equivalent to traditional N95
masks but have not undergone the same testing for N95 masks in the U.S. There is also a large influx of
counterfeit masks into the market due to mask shortages during the pandemic. Many hospitals are
receiving donations from a well-intentioned public that range from non-medical respirators and surgical
masks to handsewn facemasks. Most of these donated items have not been confirmed by NIOSH to
provide comparable protection from the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 to a standard medical N95 mask
(1). As such, the decision to use them without testing information poses significant risk to healthcare and
other essential workers.
Currently the number of NIOSH testing facilities in the U.S. are too few to handle the high demand for
testing of masks to allow for timely decision making on purchases or the use of donated masks during this
critical nationwide shortage. The pandemic and need for accessible mask testing methods are also likely
to reach regions with decreased capacity for mask testing (e.g. developing nations). In the absence of
available regulation testing facilities or the specific and costly equipment to replicate regulatory methods,
we present a screening method to quickly evaluate masks using an accessible approach that could be
replicated in communities lacking the infrastructure necessary for regulation tests. These methods are not
intended to replace regulation approaches, but to provide alternatives to non-experts in times of need to
screen and prioritize the use or acquisition of masks/respirators. As such, readily accessible equipment
has been used to maintain accessibility for a greater diversity of communities.
There are several key considerations for mask performance: (a) filtration, (b) flow impedance (i.e.
breathability), (c) fit, and (d) continued performance under environmental conditions (e.g. wetting). The
assessments performed in this document focuses on the first two aspects. In tandem with this study,
masks were also evaluated for fit using a commercial leak detection apparatus, conducted by members of
Yale University’s Office of Environmental Health and Safety, to characterize and reduce penetration of
aerosols at the edges of the masks (2). In order for a mask to be deemed appropriate for clinical use in a
COVID-19 patient setting it must pass the filtration and breathability tests as well as a fit test. A variety
of methods exist for evaluating the filtration performance of masks/respirators and are summarized and
compared in Rengasamy et al. (1), including NIOSH certifications for traditional medical N95 respirators.
Respiratory droplets and aerosols are emitted from humans during coughing, sneezing, breathing, talking,
or intubation that could contain viruses, including SARS-CoV-2. Exhaled aerosol/droplets may span from
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the nominal size of SARS-CoV-2 (~120 nm) up to 10 μm or larger (3,4,5,6,7,8,9), and can decrease in
size with evaporation of condensed water (10,11,12). The World Health Organization identifies two main
categories of particles as key factors in coronavirus transmission: “respiratory droplets” (>5 - 10 μm in
diameter) and “droplet nuclei” (aerosols <5 μm in diameter) (13); the latter of which includes the typical
test aerosol diameters for U.S. agencies involved in mask certification (0.075 - 5 μm) (1). The airborne
lifetime of these human-generated aerosol/droplets are size-dependent, reaching upwards of several hours
for aerosols in the 0.1 - 1 μm size range (14,15) and suspended SARS-CoV-2 can survive airborne for
over 1 hour at moderate humidities (RH = 65%) (16). Aerosols in that size range containing SARS-CoV-2
and surface contamination have been observed in staff areas of hospitals away from patients (8,9,17).
Therefore, it is important to consider a wide range of droplet and aerosol sizes for mask filtration efficacy.
Our overall goals are (a) to disseminate simplified testing setups that can be used in comparative
evaluations of non-regulation or alternative masks against regulation masks and (b) present results from
our survey of a set of commercially-available masks representative of those entering U.S. hospital
networks. Testing specifically focuses on flow impedance and aerosol filtration, both of which are
evaluated in the traditional NIOSH mask certification process. This study utilizes more readily available
equipment and resources to conduct similar assessments in an experimentally-comparable procedure, but
does not attempt to replicate or claim NIOSH approval. Its purpose is to allow health professionals to
make informed decisions on the most appropriate masks to use when trusted PPE is not available.
Experimental Setup
Filtration Testing Overview
With the intent of evaluating filtration efficiency without purporting to replicate NIOSH equivalency, the
methods designed in this study are aimed at testing masks with relevant, reproducible aerosol
distributions at face velocities appropriate for human respiration. To evaluate performance, we utilize a
combustion-generated polydisperse aerosol and measure removal efficiencies for several size ranges.
Using readily-available aerosol instrumentation, size-resolved aerosol number and mass concentrations
are measured upstream and downstream of a test mask material. The measured aerosol removal
efficiencies of untested respirators and masks are then compared to those of a production lot of regulatory
N95 masks to establish performance criteria.
The combustion-generated aerosol is produced via incense inside a sealed 1 m 3 acrylic box that serves as
a contained aerosol source (Figure 1). To achieve the desired aerosol concentrations (e.g. 50-100 μg m-3),
a stick of burning incense is inserted briefly via a small port in the source chamber. As the incense
smolders, it generates humidity and organic compounds, which condense to create a polydisperse aerosol
that is geometrically analogous to the respiratory aerosols of concern for coronavirus transmission (see
Section S2). Sufficient time is allowed for the aerosol population to become well-mixed and stable in the
chamber, using a real-time sensor to track size-resolved concentrations.
The aerosols produced in the source chamber may be too highly concentrated depending on the
measurement instrumentation used (e.g. the AirNet aerosol particle counter used in this study). Thus, the
flow from the chamber is diluted using pressurized house air that is humidified via a bubbler and
regulated by a mass flow controller (AliCat) to control the rate of dilution, though other flow control
options are feasible. This diluted aerosol stream is used to test the mask material, which is a disk cut from
a full mask using a die for consistency (Figure S3). The disk is housed in a filter holder, in this case a
custom aluminum holder with an exposed filter area of 30.5 mm in diameter (Figure S1), but
commercially-available filter holders should suffice, and disks may be cut by hand. Grounded metal
tubing was used leading to the filter holder and the detectors to reduce losses of charged particles.
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However, charge neutralization of aerosols is not employed in this setup, and aerosol charge may play a
role in filtration for some masks.
This test method, as with standard test methods, mimics the face velocity (equal to the volume flow
rate/surface area) of aerosol deposition on a mask during typical human inspiratory breathing flow rates
of 65 - 220 LPM (1) corresponding to face velocities of ~6.4 - 21.7 cm/s for masks ranging in area from
130 - 225 cm2 (e.g. Table S1). These face velocities are achieved with our 30.5mm disk sample using
volume flow rates from 2.8 - 9.5 LPM and most of the testing focused on 4.5 LPM corresponding to 10
cm/s.
Two real-time detectors were used in the study, an AirNet (model 210, Particle Measurement Systems)
and a SEARCH multipollutant monitor equipped with a Plantower A003 sensor from the “Solutions for
Energy, AiR, Climate, and Health” Center at Yale-Johns Hopkins (18). Other detectors may be used,
provided the careful considerations detailed in this paper are followed. The AirNet detector measures the
number concentration of aerosols in size bins of 0.2 - 0.3 μm, 0.3 - 0.5 μm, 0.5 - 1 μm, and >1 μm. The
SEARCH monitor measures mass and number concentrations of aerosols in size bins 0.3 - 0.5 μm, 0.5 - 1
μm, 1 - 2.5 μm, 2.5 - 5 μm, and 2.5 - 10 μm with a lower sensitivity compared to the AirNet (18).
Upstream of the filter, the SEARCH detector is used to monitor and maintain reproducible and stable test
aerosol concentrations in the source chamber. Downstream of the filter, aerosol concentrations were
measured with both the AirNet and a second SEARCH instrument for redundancy. However, the analysis
was done primarily with the AirNet to demonstrate that only a single reliable detector is critical for such
an assessment. Downstream concentrations of the aerosols are checked regularly without a mask in place
to confirm that they match those expected based on the source chamber concentrations and dilution rates.
Periodic downstream measurements with the second SEARCH monitor were done to cross-check the
observed filtration efficiencies, dilution rates, and aerosol transmission.

Figure 1: Primary experimental setup for aerosol filtration assessment, where the “aerosol detectors”
refer to SEARCH monitors and the “aerosol particle counter” is the AirNet instrument (in orange).
Downstream flow rates are controlled to change the face velocity used to test the filter material and
provide the suction from the source chamber. The AirNet is controlled by a built-in orifice (2.8 LPM) and
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a second mass flow controller (AliCat) is used to pull the remainder of the flow through the system (e.g.
1.7 SPLM for a 10 cm/s face velocity), where vacuum is generated using 2 separate vacuum pumps. At
any given face velocity, changing the dilution flow rate adjusts the test aerosol concentration. A more
detailed description of the flow rates shown in Figure 1 can be found in Section S1. The filtration
efficiency for any of the size-resolved bins is defined as:
Filtration Efficiency [%] = (1- Cdownstream/Cupstream) x 100%
and for the purposes of this study was further substantiated by measuring across a series of dilution
factors (with and without mask material in place) to gain multi-point measurements across a range of test
aerosol concentrations at a given face velocity (see Section S4 & Figure S6).
Flow Impedance Testing
Flow impedance assessment of the mask materials is conducted to gauge the potential breathability of a
given mask. Proper use of a mask mandates that the mask creates a good seal around one’s face. This
forces intake air to be limited to what can pass easily through the mask, which means that enough
pressure is needed from breathing to drive the air flow. Regardless of filtration capability, a mask with
low breathability still poses a risk to the wearer due to the difficulty of breathing normally.

Figure 2: Experimental setup to test flow impedance test for breathability (19).
The NIOSH procedure takes into account the effect of mask area on the maximum pressure allowed for a
specified volume flow (the ratio defining an “extrinsic impedance”) by using a full mask for the test.
Here, we employed a straightforward apparatus to measure the intrinsic impedance of mask material by
measuring the pressure drop (in mm H2O) across a 40 mm disk of mask filter material as a function of the
face velocity (calculated from the volume flow rate and the 40 mm disk area of 12.6 cm 2). The slope of
the linear fit to these points is the intrinsic impedance of the material in units of mm H 2O / (cm/s). The
experimental apparatus (Figure 2) is from Petculescu & Wilen (19) and further described in Section S3.
To get a value for the extrinsic impedance for a given mask, we divide the intrinsic impedance by the
mask area, either measured directly or approximated based on mask type and geometry. It should be noted
that the instrumentation used here could easily be replaced with low cost commercial rotameters and
manometers to measure flow and pressure.
A rapid screening setup for testing aerosol filtration
We also evaluated a rapid screening approach with the understanding that initial screening of large
inventories is necessary to determine which masks/respirators warrant further testing and also that some
communities and facilities may be constrained in terms of available instrumentation for aerosol
measurement and flow control. This further-simplified setup (Figure 3) relies on a filter holder (wellsealed) and a single AirNet 210 detector, with a fixed volume flow rate of 2.8 LPM, and configured to
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read out count data through its analog outputs. A commercially-available, plastic filter holder was
intentionally used and the face velocity through the filter was modified with a pair of laser-cut ring inserts
to test at 10 cm/s (see images in Figure S2). With this setup, adjusting the filter area to achieve the
appropriate face velocity is critical, otherwise slow face velocities atypical of breathing conditions might
skew results and give false positive results.
An example procedure is shown in Figure 3B where two mask materials are inserted and removed to
assess against upstream concentrations without the mask in place. If ambient aerosol concentrations are
sufficiently stable in the room where testing is occurring, ambient air can serve as the aerosol “source”, as
was the case for this evaluation approach. Data and results of this testing are described in supplemental
information. Although a second AirNet 210 detector was used here, which allowed for a direct
comparison to the full technique, any instrument that provides size-resolved aerosol concentration
measurements could possibly work for this approach (see Considerations section).

Figure 3: A rapid screening setup with (A) schematic and (B) example test procedure.
Results & Discussion
Aerosol Filtration Efficiency
While the instrumentation package measured an aerosol size range of 0.2 - 10 μm, aerosol filtration
analysis focused on the range of 0.2 - 1 μm for these reasons: this range is closer to sizes of interest in the
NIOSH/FDA methods; it targets the most challenging aerosols to filter (0.2 - 0.3 μm); and this particle
diameter range is where mask performance differentiated most for the masks and instruments used in this
study. A set of face velocities were examined to span typical inspiratory flow rates and typical test
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procedures (1), but primarily focused on 10 cm/s for inventory screening (Figure 4) as discussed earlier.
Prior to recommending that a mask be used in service, multiple trials of the same mask type across a set
of individual masks from a delivered lot are conducted to ensure consistent results in the data. Results
from repeated tests of a single mask type (Figures 4A inset) show variability within mask lots, which
were larger for a poorly-performing mask type (#15), compared to the six N95 tests that ranged 98-99% at
10 cm/s. Repeat tests of the same exact mask sample on different days resulted in minimal variance and
demonstrated consistency in the experimental setup. Specifically, the error was 0.7 ± 0.6 % in absolute
deviation between tests (i.e. Eff.test t -Eff.test t+1) for the 0.2 - 0.3 μm size bin.
As shown in Figure 4, tests conducted on 47 non-regulation masks using this setup reveal that a number
of commercially-available masks perform similarly to the regulation N95 mask’s aerosol filtration for 0.2
μm and above. Then, there are a range of masks with relatively weaker filtration efficiencies (i.e. 80% 95% for aerosols >0.2 μm). Yet, a subset of commercially-available masks have poor performance (i.e.
<80%) relative to N95 or similar masks. It is important to note that the masks tested here focus on nonregulated, commercially-available masks., most of which are purported to be efficacious for aerosol
filtration at, or near, that of an N95 respirator (Table S1). The performance of the ten commercial
(traditional) surgical-style masks tested varied widely 22 - 95% (see Table S1) with an average of 72 ±
19%. While materials for homemade masks could be tested with this setup, it was generally outside the
scope of this PPE survey (the 1 homemade mask and 1 commercially-made alternative mask donated to
the hospital included in this study performed very poorly, i.e. 14%).

Figure 4: Filtration efficiency of 47 commercially-available masks for (A) all aerosols of 0.2 μm and
larger, shown with a regulation-tested N95 mask (blue marker) at a face velocity of 10 cm/s, roughly
simulating an 105 LPM inspiratory breathing rate; and (B) mask performance shown for three aerosol size
fractions from 0.2 to 1 μm. Efficiencies shown are determined via aerosol number concentrations and the
Panel A inset shows variations across masks tested for 4 mask types, displayed as the absolute deviation
in aerosol filtration efficiency from the average (i.e. Eff.Sample i - Eff.Avg.). Note: mask numbers in the inset
(and Figure 5) refer to cataloging in Table S1 and not rank-ordered performance.
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There was significant disparity in the performance of masks purported to be N95 equivalent (i.e. KN95)
or even labeled as “N95”, spanning efficiencies of 38% (Mask #22) to 99% (see Table S1 for values).
Some KN95 masks performed consistently well, but others did not. For example, Mask #1 performed
consistently well while Mask #15 had significant variance (Figure 4A inset) with 2 masks from #15’s lot
performing at or near 95% filtration and others reaching as low as 78-82%. These results raise the
importance of both testing a significant sample size of masks from any received lots and the value of
validation independent of vendor assurances.
Mask filtration efficiencies expectedly varied as a function of aerosol size. Given the higher efficiency of
inertial impaction for larger aerosols with more mass and momentum, the masks generally performed
better for larger aerosols (Figure 5). While mask filtration performance can be similarly differentiated,
absolute efficiencies are greater when considering all aerosols (i.e. >0.2 μm) than solely aerosols of 0.2 0.3 μm (Figures 4, S7). Consistent with aerosol filtration theory, the removal of smaller aerosols is better
at slower face velocities (Figure 5) given the dependence of “diffusive” losses (i.e. Brownian motion to
the filter fibers) on flow rates (i.e. timescales for air transport through the filters). This aerosol size
dependence is important since SARS-CoV-2-containing aerosols are distributed across a wide size range
and aerosols with diameters of 0.1-0.5 μm can remain airborne longer (8,9,14,15). With regard to testing
protocols, Figure 5 demonstrates clearly how flow rate (i.e. face velocity) influences filtration
efficiencies.

Figure 5: Filtration efficiency as a function of face velocity resulting from typical breathing flow rates.
(A) Aerosol removal efficiency (>0.2 μm) of 3 masks: an N95 regulation mask and 2 masks marketed as
KN95 (#1 & #15). (B) Size-resolved removal efficiency for a moderately-performing mask (#15 from
Panel A).
Impedance and Breathability
Using the technique described above, the intrinsic impedance was measured and tabulated for the mask
inventory (Figure 6). The extrinsic impedance was also examined for some of the masks for which areas
had been measured independently using an image analysis technique (see SI). All the extrinsic
impedances are below the NIOSH threshold (Table S1), and even for masks for which areas were not
measured, based on their intrinsic impedances, their areas would have to be improbably small to exceed
the NIOSH threshold for breathability. For simplicity in comparison, we also present an “intrinsic
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breathability index” which is defined as the ratio of the intrinsic impedance for a mask compared to a
standard N95 mask. In Section S4, we discuss various implications for the filtration, impedance, and face
sealing relating to the mask area. Presented with a large array of masks to test, efforts to include area
measurement were streamlined. Some masks were excluded from consideration early, based on poor
filtration of the mask material. Masks found to be made of material with the highest measured filtration
efficiencies were prioritized for more extensive examination. Among these, higher priority for use in
hospitals was then given to masks with the smallest extrinsic impedance, also taking face sealing into
account.

Figure 6: Measured impedance values shown against breathability index (i.e. N95 intrinsic impedance /
intrinsic impedance) where all masks are within the NIOSH threshold for impedance. Points are colored
based on filtration efficiency, and no correlation was observed between impedance and filtration
efficiency.
Rapid Screening Results
To evaluate the rapid screening setup (Figure 3), we tested this approach for half of the masks tested in
the Figure 1 setup. The rapid screening approach’s filtration efficiencies were consistent with those of the
primary setup and effective for rank-ordering masks (Figure 7). The differences in filtration efficiencies
in Figure 7 are not random, but well-correlated when fit to a power function (Figure S13), potentially
owing to the combined effects of differences in in-room aerosol size distributions and face velocities.
Based on these results, we conclude that this method has efficacy as a rapid screening method, where 26
masks can be preliminarily screened in 80 minutes (Figure S11). However, frequent cross-comparison to
N95 benchmark masks is essential between operational sessions since variations in-room aerosol
composition can affect results. More details about correlations between the two techniques and calibration
procedures are described in the Section S5.
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Figure 7: Comparison of rapid screening setup (Figure 3) compared to primary setup (Figure 1) showing
equivalent ranking of mask/respirator performance. Filtration efficiencies are shown for 0.2 - 0.3 μm
aerosols. Note: Tested face velocities were not the same between the 2 approaches.
Conclusions: Considerations & Best Practices
As defined above, these methods are not intended to replace regulation approaches, but to provide
accessible screening approaches where necessary for emergency evaluation of incoming
masks/respirators. The goal is to allow users to rank-order masks in comparison to N95 “benchmark”
masks (in their possession) to enable more informed decisions and prioritization of PPE for use. Mask fit
and durability must also be assessed. To facilitate replicate setups, we outline a selection of
considerations, potential issues, and best practices with additional detail in Section S4. Given that all
masks here performed sufficiently in terms of breathability (i.e. flow impedance) compared to the NIOSH
threshold, our discussion in the main text is focused on filtration test considerations, where the tested
masks performed more variably.
The primary testing setup described in Figure 1 is not the sole feasible configuration, as is readily
demonstrated with the rapid screening approach (Figure 3). However, the primary setup does offer certain
advantages that should be considered by future users: (a) consistent and stable spherical polydisperse
aerosol populations that span the range of target aerosol sizes; (b) repeatable flow rates delivering the test
aerosol mixture at atmospheric pressure and representative face velocities (e.g. 10 cm/s) that allow for
discrimination of mask performance; (c) leak-checked systems, especially in the filter holder where bulky
mask materials increase the potential for leaks (note: flow balance can be confirmed using multiple flow
controllers; Figure 1); (d) frequent confirmation of test aerosol concentrations via downstream
instruments (with no filter in place) checked at all flow and dilution conditions used, with redundant
instruments up- and down-stream (if available); (e) regular checks of filtration efficiency against N95
“benchmark” masks; and (f) metal tubing and filter holder (all grounded) are best practice to avoid
electrostatic aerosol losses, but non-metallic components may work with frequent comparisons to “blank”
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measurements without a filter. Similarly, digital mass flow controllers are used in this study, but
sufficiently precise rotameters or flow constrictions may prove effective substitutes.
Aerosol instrumentation is a critical consideration, and differences between available instrumentation are
considerable across the global scientific and hospital community. As such, this study is carried out using a
total aerosol instrumentation cost of under $2000 USD, and found high utility in the AirNet aerosol
particle counter used for clean-room monitoring. While multiple monitors are included in Figure 1 and
used in cross-checks, the conclusions were derived primarily with a single detector. The key elements are
that (a) the aerosol concentrations used for testing must be adjusted based on the sensitivity of the
instrumentation such that the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements are sufficiently high to determine
the filtration efficiency with some precision (i.e. accurately measure changes between upstream and
downstream concentrations) while also avoiding exceeding upper limits of detection or linearity; (b) realtime instruments allow for faster screening of inventories and prioritization of masks; (c) size-resolved
measurements are better suited to discern differences in mask performance and more closely match
aerosols in NIOSH/FDA tests since larger, easily-filtered aerosols are major contributors to the mass
distributions of combustion or in-room aerosols; and (d) it is beneficial to use aerosols that span the range
of sizes of potentially virus-containing aerosols (>0.2 μm in this setup), but smaller aerosols in this range
are more challenging to filter at the typical face velocities and are preferentially tested in the NIOSH and
FDA procedures. Yet, total aerosol number concentration measurements without size-resolution that
include sizes below 0.1 μm may skew efficiency results by incorporating filtration of combustion or inroom aerosols dominated by these smaller sizes, which are easily collected via Brownian motion, and are
outside the size range of interest for SARS-CoV-2 aerosol transmission. While aerosol number
concentrations were used to determine filtration efficiencies in this study, size-resolved mass
concentrations could be used with appropriate test aerosol concentrations and instrument sensitivities.
Regardless of the testing setup, it is essential to screen a sufficient number of masks/respirators to
constrain lot-to-lot variability (e.g. Figure 4A inset) for masks that might be used in service. The NIOSH
protocol requires 20 of 20 masks to exceed the 95% filtration efficiency. The exact number of randomlyselected masks to be tested by an organization may depend on the supply of masks in a given lot and their
likely application, but based on our results there are clear indicators of mask-to-mask variance within a
sample size of 5 masks (Figure 4A inset) that could be used to inform further examinations of variance.
Given that aerosol filtration efficiency varies with aerosol size, larger aerosols will be removed more
effectively (i.e. 1-5 μm), but smaller aerosols (e.g. 0.2-0.5 μm) may provide more ability to discern
between mask/respirator performance. Similarly, faster flow rates may provide more potential to discern
between masks, yet care should be taken to not extend velocities outside the range of the typical
conditions during breathing (coughing, speaking, etc.) that are examined in regulation testing (e.g. 3-14
cm/s) (1). For a given flow rate, differences in face velocity with a full mask, compared to the subsections
tested here, will vary with mask area, such that a larger surface area mask will have lower face velocities
while in-use. Yet changes in filtration efficiencies for well-performing masks will be minor (e.g. with a
decrease from 10 cm/s to 7.5 cm/s; Figure 5A) and the face velocity can be adjusted to account for the
mask area where necessary for verification.
The methods presented here rely upon regular comparisons to NIOSH N95 benchmark masks, as absolute
filtration efficiencies will vary with changes in flow rates and aerosol sizes measured (e.g. Figure 5).
Similar aerosol concentrations and consistent flow conditions between masks must be maintained to
minimize system variance that could affect data interpretation. Validation of a system should include
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testing a range of materials expected to have both excellent and poor filtration efficiencies. Finally, this
approach does not convey the equivalent of an N95 certification, and this publication does not include a
full comparison to NIOSH results other than the comparison to available N95-compliant masks.
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Supplemental Information
Section S1: Flow definitions and information (see Figure 1).
•

Flow from MFC 1 was defined to be Q1 (i.e. dilution air)

•

Flow from MFC 2 was defined to be Q2

•

Flow through AirNet detector was controlled to be 2.8 SLPM with a third MFC

•

Q_filter = Q2 + 2.8

•

Q_source = Q_filter – Q1

•

Balance point is defined to be when Q_source = 0 which is when Q1 = Q2 + 2.8

•

Q_source can also be set negative to get a definitive zero for aerosols flowing to filter, but can
also be used to dilute the aerosol concentration in the source chamber

•

House air was regulated to 5 psig and run through a bubbler made from a water squeeze bottle as
the input to MFC1

•

A vacuum pump was the outlet to MFC2

•

A separate vacuum pump was the outlet to the MFC on the downstream side of the AirNet
detector

•

Flow through the filter (Q_filter) was typically controlled to be either 4.5 SLPM, corresponding
to face velocities of 10.3 cm/s

•

Flow coming from the source chamber (Q_source) was independently controlled using
combination of flow controllers (AliCat)

•

Dilution factor (DF) of aerosol source was defined to be Q_source/Q_filter

Section S2: Use of incense as a polydisperse aerosol source
For the purposes of mask screening and prioritization, this approach assumes that the on-mask
mechanisms of collection of these spherical organic aerosols can be used as a proxy to respiratory
aerosols or the NaCl or latex particles used in regulation tests. Although incense is not historically used to
evaluate mask effectiveness, there are several reasons this study uses incense as an aerosol source.
Incense burning generates a polydisperse aerosol that has some water present from the combustion
process (20,21,22), and humidity is actively maintained in the dilution setup to prevent aerosols from
drying out. The aerosol size distribution from incense combustion spans the sizes of interest (20,21,22),
from the diameter of SARS-CoV-2 itself up to droplets produced from the respiratory system (e.g.
coughing, sneezing, breathing, talking), ranging from under 100 nm to 10 μm. Furthermore, it is easilyattainable globally, making it a desirable aerosol source for mask filtration assessment.
Among combustion sources, incense typically has a high organic carbon to elemental carbon ratio (22 on
average), which means that the aerosols produced from smoldering will be predominantly spherical
organic carbon, not elemental carbon soot chains, with a density similar to water (1 g/cm 3) (21). This is an
important consideration because it ensures that the particle shapes used in testing are similar to spherical
human-generated aerosols and optical measurements of aerosol size will be similar to the aerodynamic
diameter that influences the mechanisms of deposition onto filters/masks. The combustion-based aerosol
source brings the added benefit of being relatively easy to generate/maintain a reproducible, persistent
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polydisperse aerosol concentration that can stabilize in an isolated chamber; these factors allow for
multiple tests to be run sequentially. Using a combustion-based aerosol source circumvents the need to
obtain and operate a nebulizer, atomizer, differential mobility analyzer, or other equipment for
standardized aerosol generation, with the benefit that there is less concern about aerosol evaporation.
Furthermore, the instruments used here are designed to make accurate measurements of combustionrelated aerosols common in outdoor pollution similar to those generated from incense, as opposed to
highly reflective aerosols (e.g. NaCl) that could pose problems for some low-cost light scattering-based
instrumentation (18).
One important consideration for using this approach is that sufficient time must be allowed for
concentrations to stabilize in the chamber, providing a well-mixed test aerosol. Two approaches we tested
to achieve elevated aerosol concentrations in the chamber: a stick of burning incense is inserted briefly
via a small port in the source chamber, or a small amount of incense is placed into an aluminum foil bowl,
where it is lit and allowed to smolder in the chamber until it burns out. However, the first method was
primarily used as it was found to be more efficient.
Based on the in-chamber measurements (with the SEARCH monitor), aerosols smaller than 1 μm
represented approximately half or more of the aerosol mass concentrations, and aerosol number
concentrations were distributed across the size bins (e.g. 61% in 0.2-0.3 μm, 31% in 0.3-0.5 μm, and 7%
in 0.5-1 μm, prior to any correction for counting efficiencies in AirNet monitor).
Section S3: Additional details on impedance measurements
For a given mask, this flow impedance of a mask is determined by the pressure required to achieve a
specified volume flow through the mask. NIOSH Procedure No. TEB-APR-STP-0007 specifies that “for
non-powered, air-purifying particulate respirators upon initial inhalation shall not exceed 35 mm watercolumn.” The procedure calls for a test volume flow rate of 85 LPM. The pressure divided by the volumetric
flow rate is an extrinsic measure of the mask impedance with units of mm H2O / (cm3/s) (where 1 LPM =
1000 cm3 / 60s = 16.67 cm3/s). The test therefore specifies a maximum extrinsic impedance of 0.0247 mm
H2O / (cm3/s).
The experimental setup shown in Figure 2 is the same as described in Petculescu & Wilen (19). A Matheson
flow controller connected to the house air regulated to 5 psig defines the volume flow rate in the system.
The pressure is measured just upstream of the filter holder in an aluminum tube of inner diameter 15.8 mm,
which leads into the filter holder connection. The flow into the tube is conditioned with screens to improve
laminarity and reduce any possible fluctuations due to turbulence from changes in cross section. A hole
leads from the pressure gauge to the inside of the tube. Inside the tube the hole is covered with aluminum
foil tape, but a pinhole in the tape allows pressure equilibration to the gauge, which measures the pressure
inside the tube with respect to atmospheric pressure. The pressure gauge is a Honeywell Microswitch PC24
sensor, based on a standard Wheatstone bridge strain gauge. The bridge was excited with 5 VDC and read
out with a Keithley 2000 multimeter. The signal was calibrated against an analog manometer with a fullscale pressure of 25.4 mm H2O. We determined a calibration of 26.7 μV/ mm H2O.
In order to make an accurate measurement of the filter impedance, it is necessary to account for pressure
drops that may result from the filter holder and the connections leading into and out of it.
We were careful to measure the pressure drop across the filter alone by first measuring the flow curve for
the empty filter holder, and then measuring the flow curve for the filter holder with the filter sample in
place. Subtraction then yields a flow curve for the sample alone. Figure S8 shows the three curves for one
sample. The slope of the difference curve yields the intrinsic impedance. Such flow curves were observed
to be very linear in all cases. For any data shown henceforth, flow curves with the subtraction for the filter
holder has been performed.
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A number of checks were performed to confirm measurement repeatability. Two samples in series (i.e.
stacked in the filter holder) should yield an impedance that is the sum of the impedances for each sample
measured alone. Figure S9 with the flow curves demonstrates this consistency (with the filter holder
subtraction discussed above already performed). A second test for consistency is to show that the flow curve
for pressure versus face velocity does not depend on the sample area. We used pairs of machined aluminum
rings on each side of the mask sample that could be used to reduce the effective area of the filter in the filter
holder. The results for the flow curves (plotted together) are shown in Figure S10. Reasonable consistency
between measurements with different filter areas is evident.
Section S4: Additional information and considerations to supplement main text
It is important to carefully outline a number of caveats and other considerations related to our
measurement techniques and mask ranking system. These are simply meant to be an outline of general
ideas that guided our thought process during the work.
Our setup measures two intrinsic properties of the filtration material of a face mask: its ability to filter
aerosols and its flow impedance. We discuss considerations related to these properties as well as how they
relate to the sealing ability in the following:
Filtration considerations
Real-time aerosol measurements are specifically used to provide concurrent feedback to users, and avoid
filter sampling and weighing that would slow down the evaluation timescales and throughput. The bin
pulse outputs of the AirNet were measured with pulse counters (HP 53131A Universal Counter) and
tabulated manually, but this could easily be automated, as these outputs are also available through an
ethernet connection. Outputs from the SEARCH monitors are fed into a cloud-based data plotting service
(Grafana), from which real-time data for each test can be monitored, extracted, and analyzed.
An example of the comparative calculations between a circular sample of a mask in a filter holder and the
full mask is as follows:
Face Velocity = Flow Rate (Q) / Surface Area (A)
Face VelocityFilter = 4.5 LPM /7.3 cm2 = 10.3 cm/s
Face VelocityMask = 105 LPM /170 cm2 = 10.3 cm/s
Measurements of filtration efficiencies were made more robust by measuring across a series of dilution
factors to gain multi-point measurements across a range of test aerosol concentrations at a given face
velocity. This included measuring aerosol number concentrations while varying the source flow from the
chamber, ranging from a “blank” containing a surplus of dilution air (i.e. overflow into the source
chamber) to several aerosol concentrations well above any background signal. Measurements at each of
these dilution conditions were made both with and without a mask in place (Figure S6). This allows a
number of potential instrumental artifacts to be identified: (a) non-linearity in the downstream detector at
high concentrations, (b) small leaks in the system that could result in a shift of the expected flow rate
from the source chamber, and (c) a non-zero background in counts arising either from the instrument or
from aerosols in the house air feeding the system. This multi-point approach was viewed as more robust
than single point measurements in general, and was employed to generate the primary results shown in
Figure 4 below, where the ratios between the slopes for the mask and no-mask dilution curves were used
to derive the filtration efficiencies for each aerosol size bin.
Filtration Efficiency [%] = (1- Slopemask/Slopeno mask) x 100%
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where slope is in units of (#/m3) / LPM.
Checks were performed to ensure that reasonable results could be obtained using single concentration
measurements (i.e. one specific Qsource setting) as long as one is careful to check the issues outlined above
periodically.
The downstream aerosol particle counters in this setup measure the number of particles that pass through
a filter per unit volume of air in a specified aerosol-size bin, for a given total volume flow rate (e.g. 4.5
SLPM) through the filter. The volume flow rate divided by the circular filter opening area (d = 3.05 cm,
area = 7.3 cm2) yields a face velocity (cm/s). The aerosol count is plotted as a function of the dilution
factor (DF) of aerosols from the source chamber, which is defined as the flow from the source divided by
the total flow through the filter. The counts are generally linear with dilution and the results are fit with a
straight line whose slope is determined.
These slopes, across four aerosol size bins, are measured with a filter in place and with no filter in place
(what we refer to as a “blank”) and we obtain a penetration ratio by taking the ratio of the two slopes. In
practice, since we are measuring these ratios for the same total volume flow rate, we simply plot the
counts versus volume flow from the source chamber, but the ratio of slopes is the same. The “filtration
efficiency” of a material is then is defined as 100* (1 – penetration ratio), and expressed in %. We think
of this as an “intrinsic” measurement because we believe that a measurement of a filter with a different
area would yield the same result as long as we matched the face velocities.
For a preliminary rank ordering of masks, we find that it is sufficient to use one volume flow rate to
characterize all the mask materials, as shown in Figure 4. However, it is important to recognize that the
filtration efficiency is a function of the face velocity, as was illustrated in Figure 5. Generally, the
filtration efficiency decreases with increasing face velocity for the smaller aerosols focused on here.
For a given mask, the face velocity will be the volume flow rate divided by the specific mask area. During
the course of a human breath, the volume flow rate varies. Therefore, a mask is really experiencing a
range of face velocities. For simplicity and consistency with regulation tests (1) we primarily use a face
velocity of 10 cm/s, which corresponds to an inspiratory breathing volumetric flow rate of 105 LPM for
the area of a “standard N95” mask (~170 cm2) and provides a challenging face velocity to discern the
filtration capabilities of masks.
In order for us to compare masks more directly, we would therefore want to measure the area of each
mask, and tune our total volume flow rate to measure each mask at the face velocity corresponding to the
standard breathing volume flow rate for that mask. Alternatively, using the dependence of the filtration
efficiency on face velocity over an appropriate range for each material, and then fitting these results with
a curve, we could correct the filtration efficiency of any mask by its area relative to the area of the
standard N95 mask.
Impedance considerations
We measure the impedance of each mask material using a separate setup that uses a filter holder for
samples of diameter 40mm as shown in Figure S2. The measurement of a pressure difference (mm H2O)
divided by a face velocity (cm/s) is an intrinsic impedance measurement that is independent of sample
area, which we checked explicitly with one particular sample by modifying the filter holder to define
various different filter areas.
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As with the filtration measurements, the area of the mask plays an important role. However, that role is
simpler to characterize. Our results were summarized by presenting the intrinsic impedance for each mask
material and by defining the “breathability index” of a given mask relative to that of a standard N95. The
actual pressure difference across the mask will be the assumed breathing volume flow velocity (for
example, one might use the “standard breathing volume flow rate”) multiplied by the intrinsic impedance
divided by the mask area. Hence the “breathability index” should be corrected by the area ratio of the N95
mask to the specific mask as:
Corrected Breathability Index = Breathability Index * (Mask Area/ N95 Standard Area)
Purely from a breathability standpoint, there is likely a threshold above which a mask will feel very
breathable, so this correction may not be very important as long as the mask is far enough above the
threshold, as is the case for all that we measured. However, if a mask does not seal perfectly then the flow
impedance could have an important role in the overall filtration, described in further detail below.
Interplay between flow impedance, filtration, and seal
A mask is evaluated for its ability to seal using a standard “fit testing” technique noted above and which
is performed by Yale’s Department of Environmental Health and Safety (2). Without trying to factor in
accurate quantitative measurements of seal quality, we discuss here theoretical considerations related to
our measurements of impedance and filtration. One consideration is that the seal against the face is rarely
“perfect” (i.e. leak tight). A “leak” in the face seal is characterized by its own extrinsic impedance defined
by the volume flow through the leak divided by the pressure difference across the mask (in mm H 2O/
cm3/s). This flow path will be in parallel with flow going through the mask. We can think of the former as
the “unfiltered flow path” and the latter as the “filtered flow path.” We assume that the “unfiltered flow
path” is not filtered at all; i.e. all aerosols can move through this leak.
Suppose two masks with the exact same filtration efficiency have different flow impedances (i.e.
breathability). The one with higher flow impedance through the mask material (as measured in this study)
will have a greater potential for “unfiltered” flow around the edges. Therefore, if given equal aerosol
filtration efficiencies, a mask with higher breathability should be preferred over one with lower
breathability. Practically, we factor this into our pipeline using the intrinsic breathability values, with a
more detailed consideration amongst the top candidates, such as how each mask actually seals.
Section S5: Additional details on the quick assessment method
We want to emphasize that the quick assessment method (Figs. 3, S12) shows promise to be a viable,
relatively low cost alternative to more sophisticated techniques, while maintaining adequate accuracy and
reproducibility for ranking mask filtration efficiency. Comparison of the results with our full technique in
Fig. 7 is essentially a validation of its usefulness. To make the point a little more clearly, Fig. S11 shows
raw data obtained from an AirNet 210, for different masks successively installed in the filter holder
alternated with blank runs with no filters in the holder. The AirNet we used for the rapid method could
only output signals in two of the size bins, so we worked with the 0.2 - 0.3 um and 0.3 - 0.5 um bins
(other models should have access to all 4 bins). These analog outputs, converted to a voltage with a
resistor, were read by a “teensy” microprocessor and output to a serial monitor using Arduino IDE
software. The voltage readings were converted to particle counts with a simple calibration procedure. The
raw data shown are simply a plot of these two bin counts versus time for the array of samples, run in two
consecutive segments.
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Plotting the raw data on a log scale (which necessarily means that data for counts of zero are not visible)
allows an almost immediate ranking of samples and simple determination of samples that are poor filters
relative to an N95. The distance on a log scale between the blank counts and the filter counts directly
measures the penetration ratio for a sample. For example, it may be noted directly from Fig. S11 that
Masks 3, 22, and 23 are all extremely poor, while Masks 2, 16, and 19 are very close to parity with an
N95 (sample 0), which are in turn followed closely by Masks 5, 9, 13, 18 in quality. These filtration
efficiencies, while not exactly the same as those determined from the full setup, are reasonably close and
rank similarly.
Key to making this simple technique useful, is the ability to tune the face velocity to be in a range that is
relevant to typical breathing values in a mask, as was discussed at length in the main body of the paper.
We used acrylic laser-cut rings to do this (for this method, we worked at a face velocity of ~15 cm/s), and
took advantage of the AirNet capacity for maintaining a constant flow rate using a critical orifice. This
point should be kept in mind should another detector be tried in this type of arrangement.
One pitfall of the technique that is evident from running replicate samples on different days, is that slight
differences in absolute results for penetration ratios are observed, presumably because the size
distribution, chemical composition, and concentrations of aerosols in the room are not reproducibly
controlled as in the full setup. Although there are ways to reliably cross-calibrate data taken under
different conditions, a practical solution to this issue is simply to run a standard set of samples (both good
and poor) that span a reasonable range of penetration ratio (as well as the benchmark N95) along with any
new samples being measured. With that, comparative rankings from different data runs (on different days,
with different aerosol populations) may be obtained.
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Supplemental Figures and Tables

Figure S1: Final design for the metal filter holder, machined to securely hold a disk of filter material for
testing. The o-ring shown clearly in the top panel creates an air-tight seal around the material to reduce
leaks into the sampling system. A set of four bolts with corresponding wing nuts allow for easy access
into the filter holder to change out material while providing a secure clamp around the material. The
resulting area of the mask material exposed to flow in this setup was 30.5 mm.
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Figure S2: Example of the Teflon filter holder and metal rings used to seal a disk of mask material and
modify the face velocity, used in both the flow impedance testing (Figure 2) and rapid screening setup
(Figure 3).
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Figure S3: Dies were machined at specific diameters to cut mask filter material samples at consistent
sizes. In the most recent round of mask filtration testing, the die cut out disks 30.5 mm in diameter.
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Figure S4: Example of circular cutouts of a consistent known area are used to evaluate the filtration
efficiency of each alternative mask. Data from each test is analyzed in terms of total mass area, scaled up
from the circular disks.
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Figure S5: Techniques for determining areas of N95-like masks. An image of the mask, along with a ruler
for scale, is loaded into ImageJ, an open source, image processing and analysis software. The image scale
is calibrated using the markings on the ruler. The masks typically have a seam slightly inside the edge of
the mask, where the filter materials are joined; this seam is assumed to be where the mask seals to the
user’s face. Areas are always measured from just inside this seam. Most of the masks simply lie flat on
their side, and are symmetric, and so the total area is generally two times the area of one side. This area is
determined using ImageJ’s measurement tools, and then multiplied by two to get the total area. For masks
that are not symmetric, but still fold flat, the total area can be found by summing the areas of both sides,
found with ImageJ’s measurement tool. Masks that do not lie flat are cut so that they lie flat, and are then
measured.

Figure S6: Multi-point derivations of aerosol filtration efficiency at multiple test aerosol concentrations
(described in filtration methods section), shown here for one mask sample tested at 4.5 SLPM (i.e. 10
cm/s). The “blank” test (left) is without a mask in place and the figure on the right is with a mask sample
in place.
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Figure S7: Comparison of filtration efficiencies for 0.2 μm and higher and 0.2-0.3 μm size range
(efficiencies are both calculated as a function of aerosol number concentrations). Results are similar and
slightly higher for all aerosol sizes larger than 0.2 μm given that larger aerosols are filtered more
effectively. Calculation based on all particle sizes is more similar to NIOSH calculations of mass
concentration-based efficiencies, while focusing on the solely on the 0.2-0.3 μm size bin is more similar
to the FDA method that looks solely at filtration of 0.1 μm latex spheres (1).
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Figure S8: Flow impedance subtraction to eliminate impedance of filter holder (see discussion in method
section)

Figure S9: Flow impedance for 2 filters and then with both filters stacked in series
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Figure S10. Pressure vs. face velocity curve for 3 different areas of same filter material.

Figure S11: Rapid screening technique where 26 masks are profiled in 80 minutes. Shown here at 14.8
cm/s on a log scale for aerosol number concentrations on the y-axis (units: are # / 230mL).
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Figure S12: Quick assessment apparatus. Filter holder (orange) connected directly to AirNet, whose
analog outputs are interfaced to a computer via Arduino or Teensy. Inset at top shows rings used for
impedance checks as well as to adjust face velocity for filtration measurements.
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Figure S13: Power function fits (with 95% confidence intervals) for the rapid screening approach vs. the
primary method for penetration ratio (i.e. 1 - filtration eff./100) shown for aerosols of 0.2 - 0.3 µm (left)
and 0.3 - 0.5 µm (right). The results demonstrate good correlation between the two approaches. These
differences in filtration efficiencies (and thus penetration ratios) are potentially due to the combined effect
of differences in in-room aerosol size distributions and face velocities (10 cm/s vs. 14.8 cm/s for the
primary vs. rapid approach). The proportion of smaller particles in the in-room rapid screening tests
suggests that the particle number distributions in the room were shifted to smaller sizes relative to the
incense, which has a greater proportion of larger particles in the 0.2-0.3 µm bin.
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Table S1: Summary of mask testing results for filtration and breathability

ID #

0
1
2

3

5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20

Mask Type

Regulation
N95
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Commercial
Alternative
Surgical
Mask
Labeled
"KN90"
Donated
homemade
mask
Labeled
"KN90"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"N95"
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask

Intrinsic
Impedance
(mm
H2O/(cm/s))

Area
(cm2)

Extrinsic
Impedance
(mm
H2O)/(cm3/s)

>0.2 µm
(total)

0.5 - 1 µm

0.3 - 0.5
µm

0.2 - 0.3
µm

0.81

168

0.0048

98.5

99.9

99.4

97.7

0.98

204

0.0048

96

98.4

97.6

92.6

2.09

187

0.0112

98.8

100

99.6

98.2

0.41

-

-

15.2

23.9

16.5

12.7

1.23

-

-

98.2

99.6

99

96.9

1.34

-

-

14.5

27.2

16.0

3.2

0.85

-

-

89.2

97.2

93.1

82.7

0.76

-

-

93.5

98.5

96.5

90.8

0.95

-

-

95.3

98.6

97.1

93.9

1.81

-

-

86.3

96.2

90.1

80.6

1.28

198

0.0065

98.2

99.7

99.1

97.2

0.54

225

0.0024

97.2

98.7

98.5

95.9

0.41

-

-

77.9

92.3

84.9

75.2

1.75

205

0.0085

98.7

99.6

99.5

98.2

1.07

221

0.0048

92.5

98.3

95.5

89.7

0.91

221

0.0041

97.5

99.7

98.7

96.5

0.96

-

-

98.3

99.9

99.1

97.7

0.69

-

-

78.8

88.5

84.7

74.3

Filtration Efficiency for Particle Size Bins
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43

Labeled "SKN95"
Labeled "SKN95C"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"KN95"
Labeled
"N95"
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Labeled
"KN95"

1.26

199

0.0063

98.5

100

99.5

97.8

0.32

-

-

37.7

57.3

45.9

32.2

0.51

-

-

59.9

74.1

69.9

54.3

1.1

-

-

76.9

90.1

83.6

73.2

1.24

215

0.0058

97.8

99.9

99.2

97.1

1.26

206

0.0061

92.6

98.4

95.7

91

0.89

224

0.004

95.9

98.4

98.1

94.9

0.75

-

-

81.9

93

87.3

77.7

1.01

-

-

98.8

99.9

99.3

98.4

1.05

-

-

97.9

99.7

98.7

97.1

0.86

-

-

70.4

83.4

74.8

65.7

0.57

-

-

78.7

90.3

83.9

73.5

1.51

-

-

95.8

99.3

97.5

94.3

1.05

-

-

97.8

99.9

99.1

96.9

1.07

-

-

94.1

98.6

97

92.5

1.01

-

-

93.3

99.2

97.3

90.9

0.65

-

-

95.6

98.9

97.8

94.6

1.02

-

-

98.8

100

99.4

98.5

0.37

-

-

78.9

95.5

85.4

75.7

0.53

-

-

82.4

92.3

87.6

77

1.36

-

-

99

99.6

99.6

98.8

May 5th 2020 version (original posted April 28th 2020, see SSRN)

44
45

46

47

48

49
50

Labeled
"KN95"
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Unlabeled
Surgical
Mask
Labeled
"KN95"

1.48

-

-

97.4

99.6

99

96.6

0.71

-

-

69.5

82.5

75.9

66.7

0.71

-

-

67.4

81.6

74.7

60.5

0.63

-

-

22.3

35.5

28.6

16.3

0.69

-

-

73.4

87.0

80.8

67.0

0.43

-

-

95.2

98.7

97.3

93.4

1.17

-

-

93.4

98.6

96.1

91.1

Notes:
●
●

Areas were not measured for all masks (as discussed in text).
Mask numbering here is referring to the internal logging, not the rank-ordered performance
shown in Figure 4.

